**Step by Step set-up instructions:**

1) - Attach net loop to top eyebolt on slider bar using carabiner clip.

2) - Feed net loop and cable through stainless steel pulley on slider bar on opposite pole.

3)a - Place net loop on pin of winch spindle.

3)b - Crank winch to tighten top of net.

4) - Attach rope to lower eye-bolt on slider bar using carabiner clip. You might have to tie the rope end to the carabiner using a loop knot.

5)a - At opposite pole, feed rope through rope ratchet with carabiner and attach carabiner end to lower eye bolt.

5)b - Pull loose end rope on rope ratchet to tighten bottom of net. Standard net cables are 42’ long. Shortening of bottom cable may be necessary depending on the distance between your volleyball poles. Standard distance between volleyball poles is 36’, center to center.

**HOW TO TIE A LOOP KNOT**

CUT UNDESIZED LENGTHS (OPTIONAL). FLAME TREAT ENDS OR CUTTING AREA WITH MATCH OR LIGHTER TO KEEP CORD FROM FRAYING. USE CAUTION WHEN WORKING WITH FIRE.